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About the Instructor….

• Dr. Tim McCreary DMSc, 
MMS PA-C, CAQ-PSY

• Disclosures-
• Full time clinician employed 

by the USPHS assigned to the 
Indian Health Service 

• Director of  the Psychiatry 
Track for the Rocky Mountain 
University of  Health Sciences 
DMSc program

• tim.mccreary@rm.edu
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Motivational Interviewing

• A directive, client centered counseling style for 
eliciting behavior change by helping clients explore 
and resolve ambivalence.

• Designed to produce rapid, internally motivated 
change by mobilizing the client’s own change 
resources. 

Miller and Rollnick, 2013
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effective and not so effective 
example of  MI for Tobacco

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DsEZTWTkM7w

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=URiKA7CKtfc
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Problems with Standard Practice

• Unwelcome advice elicits 
resistance

• Advice must match motivation
• Client knowledge of facts is 

weakly correlated with 
behavior

• Only 5% to 10% of the 
variance in change behavior 
due to knowledge of external 
facts

• Variability in personal 
motivation
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The sacred circle of  trust
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The Spirit of  Motivational 
Interviewing

• Respects and advocates for client/patient autonomy (self  
efficacy)

• Fosters a shared or equal power dynamic in the therapeutic 
relationship

• Seeks first to understand, interventions are patient/client 
centered meeting them “where they are at.”

• Carl Rogers. The curious paradox is that when I accept myself  
just as I am, then I can change. 
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What does MI look like? 

• Standing beside looking at what the 
client is looking at. 

• Describing what the patient is 
seeing, “did I get that right?” 

• Columbo video- intense non-
judgmental respectful curiosity 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Colum
bo

You can’t Push a rope or a chain 
through a hole. 

For every reaction there is an 
equal and opposite reaction   exercise.  This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY
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Motivational Interviewing: 

• Collaboration between the practitioner and the 
client;

• Evoking or drawing out the client‘s own “change 
talk.”

• Emphasizing the autonomy of the client.

• Practicing compassion in the process.
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Collaboration (vs. Confrontation)
• Collaboration is a partnership between the 

practitioner and the client, grounded in the 
point of  view and experiences of  the client.

• This contrasts with some other approaches 
to counseling/treatment, which are based on 
the practitioner assuming an “expert” role, 
at times confronting the client and imposing 
their perspective on the client’s unhealthy 
behavior and the appropriate course of  
treatment and outcome.

• Collaboration builds rapport and facilitates 
trust in the helping relationship, which can 
be challenging in a more hierarchical 
relationship. This does not mean that the 
practitioner automatically agrees with the 
client about the nature of  the problem or 
the changes that may be most appropriate. 
Although they may see things differently, the 
therapeutic process is focused on mutual 
understanding, not the practitioner being 
right. Motivational interviewing is done 
"with and for" someone, not "on or to" 
them.

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND
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Evocation (Drawing Out, Rather Than 
Imposing Ideas)

• The MI approach is one of  the practitioner’s drawing out the 
individual's own thoughts and ideas, rather than imposing their 
opinions as motivation and commitment to change is most 
powerful and durable when it comes from the client.

• No matter what reasons the practitioner might offer to 
convince the client of  the need to change their behavior or how 
much they might want the person to do so, lasting change is 
more likely to occur when the client discovers their own reasons 
and determination to change. The practitioner's job is to "draw 
out" the person's own motivations and skills for change, not to 
tell them what to do or why they should do it.
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The Key to MI: Change Talk

• Evoking the patient’s reasons for wanting to make 
desired or needed change- Shine a light on it! 

• Studies in psycholinguistics conducted in the 1970-
80s revealed that actual behavioral change was 
correlated with and proceeded by “change talk”
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Autonomy (vs. Authority)

• Unlike some other treatment models that emphasize the 
clinician as an authority figure, Motivational Interviewing 
recognizes that the true power for change rests within the 
client. Ultimately, it is up to the individual to follow through 
with making changes happen. This is empowering to the 
individual, but also gives them responsibility for their actions.

• Practitioners reinforce that there is no single "right way" to 
change and that there are multiple ways that change can occur. 
In addition to deciding whether they will make a change, clients 
are encouraged to take the lead in developing a “menu of  
options’ as to how to achieve the desired change.
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Compassion

• Compassion is the ability to actively promote the other’s 
welfare and give priority to the other’s needs. It is a 
deliberate commitment to pursue the welfare and best 
interest of  others. It is a commitment to seek to 
understand others' experiences, values, and motivations 
without engaging in explicit or implicit judgment. Lastly, 
compassion is an understanding that everyone strives 
towards a fulfilling life and at times encounters barriers 
which can evoke feelings of  sadness, pain, and shame; as 
such, compassion is acceptance of  one's path and choices, 
and respect for the difficult emotions that a person can 
experience along the way.
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Brene Brown- Empathy
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jz1g1SpD9Zo
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Examples

• Collaboration (Partnership): “I am grateful for this chance to 
walk beside you during this difficult time in your life, I’m 
looking forward to getting to know you better.” 

• Autonomy (Acceptance):  “Thank you for taking the time from 
your busy life to meet with me. From what you have said so far, 
it seems like you have fascinating journey, may I ask you, how 
does alcohol fit into your life?”

• Evocation: “From what you have told me ,you have overcome 
some serious challenges in your life, how did you do that?

• Compassion: Is best communicated in the quality of  your non-
verbal listening skills, and the other ways in which you express a 
sincere desire to understand the client/patient.
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Sounds simple right? 
• Common Provider Challenges to MI

• Blame- as we distance our selves from the problem the 
responsibility, we undermine our own authority to help. 

• Conversation without forward direction

• Provide “education” as we were taught in school

• Natural desire to fix the problem the “righting reflex”

• Tendency to advocate for our (the provider’s) solution to the 
problem
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What happens when we blame? 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RZWf2_2L2v8
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Ambivalence: a key for change 

• “Ambivalence is simultaneously wanting and not 
wanting something, or wanting both of two 
incompatible things. It has been human nature 
since the dawn of time.”
― William R. Miller, Motivational 
Interviewing: Helping People Change
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OARS

• Open ended questions
• Affirmations: comment 

on strengths, effort, 
intention

• Reflective listening
• Summaries: pulling 

together the person’s 
perspectives on change

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA
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Why Open Ended Questions?

• Invites your patient to 
explore their ambivalence 

• Helps you know where to 
focus your efforts and 
attention

• Respects autonomy 

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-ND
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Change the Closed Ended Questions to Open 
Ended Questions

ADHERENCE/HEALTH BEHAVIORS
So are you taking your medication everyday?
You’re not experiencing any side effects are you?
Do you have any questions about your new medicine?

Should I call you on Monday? How about 9:00 am.?
You still doing drugs?
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Why Affirmations? 

• Build confidence in self  
efficacy 

• Models constructive self-
compassion to the client 

• Reinforce change talk
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Reflective Listening

• Statement, not a 
question

• Ends with a down turn
• Hypothesis testing

• If I understand you 
correctly, it sounds 
like…

• Affirms and validates
• Invites further 

engagement
This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-
ND
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Simple Reflection 

• A simple repeating or 
rephrasing of  content

• Does not convey special 
meaning, but is 
validated to the patient 
and invites more 
discussion

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC
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Complex Reflection 

• Major restatement, infers 
meaning

• Shares your hypothesis 
about why the patient 
shared what they did, or 
the meaning of  their 
seeking help. 

• Communicates empathy 
and some level of  
understanding
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Double Sided Reflection 

• Captures both sides of  
ambivalence 

• Example: 

Patient: I know drinking is bad 
for my health, but all my 
friends drink!

Clinician:  You want to do what 
is best for your health, but you 
worry that about what it will 
mean to your social group if  
you stop drinking
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Summarizing

Let me see if I understand 
what you’ve told me so 
far…

Ok, this is what I have heard 
so far…

Follow up with
Ok, how did I do?
What have I missed?
Anything you want to correct?

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA
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Summarizing

If there is client ambivalence about the issue 
summarize both the pros and cons

So, it sounds like you have several reasons why 
you want to (quit, start, increase) but on the 
other hand there are things you like about 
(smoking, cocaine) that you aren’t sure if you 
want to give up or things you are worried 
about experiencing if you stop (smoking, 
cocaine). Where do you want to go from here? 
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How to get change talk?
• DARN-CAT
• Pull for Change Talk using OARS
• Up the Change Talk ante with

• evocative questions: How did you manage to stop 
smoking in the past? 

• extremes: If things continue like this what do you 
think will become of you? 

• looking back: what was life like before you weighed 
this much? 

• looking forward: what would you do with all extra 
money by not smoking? 

explore goals: What would you like your life to be like 
in 5 years: how does alcohol fit into that picture? 
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DARN-CAT

• MI focuses on change talk, which is any speech that favors 
movement toward change. Some change talk is preparatory, and 
this includes talk about the Desirability of  change, the Ability
to change, expression or affirmations of Reasons to change, 
and talk about Needing to change.

• Counselors are instructed in the use of  MI techniques to fan 
the flames of  preparatory change talk until the client breaks 
into mobilizing change talk. Mobilizing change talk includes talk 
of  a Commitment to change, signs of  Activation that include 
talk about being willing to change, and reports that the client 
has actually begun Taking Steps toward change.
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Developing Discrepancy

• No discrepancy, no motivation

• Example 1- Weight Loss
• So, according to your weight today, you gained a few 

pounds.  What do you make of this?
• Thank you for bringing your food diary in with you today, it 

can be difficult to keep track of what we eat, nice job. 
According to your food record, you ate at McDonalds twice 
this past week. During our last visit you shared your goal of 
avoiding eating at fast food restaurants. How’s do you feel 
about eating at McDonalds?  
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Developing Discrepancy: Its’ not 
that far from here to there….

• Example 2- Addictive Behavior
• “Thank you for following up with me today, 

its great to see you back.” During our last 
session You mentioned your strong 
motivations to quit smoking for your health 
and for your kids health, and that you were 
very confident you could do it. You decided 
to stop smoking last week, but you are still 
smoking today. Did I get that right?  Could 
you please tell me more about that?
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Assessing confidence and 
importance
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Using “importance” and 
“confidence” rulers
STAGE 2: Building on the positives

On a scale of one to ten how important is it to you to make this 
change in your life? 

On a scale of one to ten how confident are you that you can 
make this change in your life?

To illicit change talk:
Why did you chose a 7 instead of a 6? 

Don’t ask about why did you chose an 7 instead of an 8?  That 
will illicit sustain talk. Remember they need to hear themselves 
say it in order to believe it
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Eliciting Change Talk
Shine the light (emphasize) the helpful behaviors

Could you tell me some of the things you enjoy about…
Could you tell me some of the reasons why you might want to change your …
Could you tell me some of the things you don’t like about…
Could you tell me some of the reasons why you may not want to change….(fears, 

barriers)
How might your life be different if you …(lost weight)
What benefits, if any, might there be if you…
How, if at all, does smoking affect your job?
What are some of the negative things about continuing your smoking?
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Working with Ambivalence

• Evocative questions

• Find and reinforce Change Talk (pick flowers)

• Summarize (bouquets)

• Explore values
• develop discrepancy between ideal and current

• What do you need to do to live out these values better?
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Avoid the “yes, buts” by using a 
MENU.

Here are some of things that have worked for other people

1.) Amazing strategy 1

2.) Amazing strategy 2

3.) Amazing strategy 3

Which of these do you think might work best for you?

Which of thee might you be willing to try?
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MENU (Prioritizing)
Controlling your weight may involve several behavior 

changes including:
1.) eating less
2.) eating more fruits and vegetables
3.) eating smaller portions
4.) eating fewer desserts
5.) exercising more

Which of these would you like to work on first?
Which of these do you think are more important to deal 

with?
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The two coyotes

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND
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